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Introduction



About me



My background

Started in Service Design. Student, drop-out, and employee 

Now Product Design Team Lead @SimpleSite. Our product is a website builder. Like Wix.


Doing workshops and Design Sprints. In-house, in-person…



Hello  
COVID



Today’s agenda



Today’s agenda

1. The WHAT of (remote) workshops


2. The WHY of (remote) workshops


3. The HOW of (remote) workshops


4. Some more tips and learnings



What even is a workshop??



What you need for a workshop
The necessary ingredients

1. Goal. A clearly stated and sensible goal that everyone agrees on.


2. Preparation. Time to plan and prepare everything.


3. Facilitator. Someone to guide the participants through the workshop.


4. Participants. The right group of people for the desired workshop goal.


5. Framework. The overall process you’ll go through in the workshop.


6. Activities. A set of specific activities meant to guide the participants to achieve the desired workshop goal.


7. Tools. The right tools for remote collaboration, or supplies for an in-person workshop.



The WHY of 
workshops



The value of (remote) workshops



Workshopping remotely can be 
even more valuable than in person



The case for REMOTE workshops

Efficiency: Some may struggle with efficiency at home - managers may have their doubts.


Ownership: It’s easy to feel even further removed from key decisions than normal.


Alignment: Misalignment - known or hidden - can more easily occur when people are apart. 


Team spirit: Likely a challenge to maintain in a WFH environment.


Excitement: WFH (and general isolation…) just calls for some more excitement!



How remote are better than in-
person workshops



Remote workshops > in-person workshops

Easier to prepare. No need for supplies, snacks, meeting rooms, etc.


More efficient. Digital-first, no hand-writing to be interpreted or drawings to be documented.


Better for introverts. Work from the comforts of your own home.



The HOW of 
workshops



A standard workshop framework



The 4 C’s framework

https://www.workshopperplaybook.com/book-choice

https://www.workshopperplaybook.com/book-choice
https://www.workshopperplaybook.com/book-choice


4 C’s, 4 D’s, who cares?

Same idea, different terminology.



The Double Diamond as a framework

Think of a workshop as a micro Design process - a compressed Double Diamond!


… Or just a Diamond…



Adapting the framework



The Double Diamond framework

This could be a workshop. This could be another one.And the workshop doesn’t have 
to be about Product Design.



Designing a workshop



Using the standard framework

1. Define your goal. A potential solution to a challenge? A specific challenge to focus on? 

2. Define your starting point. Do you have a bunch of challenges, but no clear priority? Do you have a specific 
challenge, but no obvious solution? 

3. Pick your framework. 

4. Pick your activities. 

5. Pick your tools (or supplies).



Case study: Improving how we 
work (from home)



Case study: Improving how we work (from home)

1. Goal: Pick a concrete initiative to improve our WFH workflow. 

2. Starting point: Multiple challenges, each known by one or more on the team. 

3. Framework: 4 C’s Framework (or Double Diamond). 

4. Activities: A series of individual writing sessions with presentations and votings. 

5. Tools: Miro and Slack video call.



Case study: Improving how we work (from home)

Let’s create an overview 
of all the challenges we 
experience.

Now, let’s prioritise and 
pick the most important 
one.

For the prioritised 
challenge, list as many 
solutions as possible.

Last but not least, let’s 
pick the most promising 
solution!



Case study: Improving how we work (from home)

Let’s check it out in Miro!



Case study: Finding our next 
Research priority



Case study: Finding our next Research priority

1. Goal: Define the most important question(s) for our UX Researcher to answer next. 

2. Starting point: Lots and lots of Research questions, not enough time to answer all of them. 

3. Framework: Collect-and-Choose. 

4. Activities: Individual writing and voting, and classification and scoring of questions. 

5. Tools: Miro and Slack video call.



Case study: Finding our next Research priority

Let’s list all the 
Research questions we 
want answered.

Then, let’s pick the 
most important ones for 
our UX Researcher.



Case study: Finding our next Research priority

Back to Miro!



Some tips



Tips for remote workshopping



Tips for remote workshopping

• Set aside time for getting to know the tools. Either at the start of beforehand. 

• Utilise the infinite canvas. Let participants spread out. 

• Use video calling. Make it a little closer to in-person and let everyone feel more connected. 

• Keep it short! Aim for 1 - 2 hours. Attention and energy are harder to maintain remotely. 

• Turn off notifications. This goes for both you and the participants. 

• Schedule smalltalk. Or encourage it in the breaks you’ve scheduled. 

• Have a backup plan. Technology may malfunction. Someone’s WiFi may stop working.



Tips for workshopping in general



Tips for workshopping in general

• Define and share workshop milestones. “By 1pm we’ll know which challenge we’re focusing on. By 2pm we’ll have 
a great, promising solution!”


• Set up rules for participation. “We don’t judge”, “There are no bad ideas”, “No discussions” - or “Mute by default”.


• Schedule a buffer. You’ll likely spend more time than expected on certain activities. Better safe than sorry!


• Be flexible and prepare to improvise. Keep the goal in mind! A valuable discussion may break out, an activity may 
require extra guidance, or perhaps the outcome of one raises a new question.



Tips for workshopping in general

• Standardise challenges. Use “HMW…?” to make challenges comparable.


• Create an early win. Start with an easy activity.


• End with a reflection and feedback round. Let everyone share their thoughts on the outcome, the activities, and 
your facilitation.


• Always end with concrete next steps. And someone in charge of them!


• Remember to schedule breaks! Your participants will need them.



AJ&Smart’s workshop principles

• Together, alone. Let participants work individually - then bring their work together to reach a higher level.


• Keep it anonymous. Reduce the risk for bias by keeping ideas, insights, opinions, and votes anonymous.


• Don’t rely on creativity. Use a good framework and the right set of activities to get the best out of the participants.



Tips to getting started in (remote) 
workshopping



Tips to getting started

In general:  
Start small and be conservative!



Tips to getting started

• Set a realistic workshop goal. Be so conservative that you can’t fail.


• Make a realistic schedule. Double your buffer. Ending early is much better than late.


• Define your success criteria. Even if you don’t achieve the workshop goal, “getting familiar with Miro” could be a 
success in and of itself!


• Overplan. There’s really no such thing… Plan as much as possible! 

• Start with participants you’re close to. People you don’t mind screwing up in front of. 

• Set expectations. Let your participants know that there will be hiccups.



Tips to getting started

• Get a co-facilitator and -planner. Share the work and responsibility with someone. 

• Ask for feedback. Do it at the end of the workshop or afterward. Make it anonymous for extra harshness.


• Don’t worry about the perfect tech setup. Use Miro templates and activities you already know.


• Don’t call it a workshop. If you’re facing resistance or bad attitudes toward workshops, call it a “Prioritisation 
session”, a “Discussion of design challenges”, or similar.



Some more tips, neatly grouped 
into various categories



Tips for your workshop goal

• Make sure you have a very(!) clear workshop goal. 

• Don’t be too ambitious! 

• Share the workshop goal with all participants beforehand. 

• Restate the workshop goal at the beginning of the workshop. 

• Know your audience and speak their language. 

• Define and share workshop milestones. E.g. “By 1pm we’ll know which challenge we’re focusing on. By 2pm we’ll 
have a great, promising solution!”



Setting the scene

• Set up rules for participation. E.g. “We don’t judge”, “There are no bad ideas”, “No discussions” - or “Mute by 
default”.


• Set up rules for attending to other activities. Tell participants to turn off notifications or devices. Or allow them to 
answer, just outside of the room (or give a silent sign in a virtual setup).



Planning your workshop

• Schedule a buffer. You’ll likely spend more time than expected on certain activities. Better safe than sorry!


• Do a trial run. Go through the plan with a colleague, and quickly try out the activities to spot potential flaws.


• Be flexible and prepare to improvise. Keep the goal in mind! A valuable discussion may break out, an activity may 
require extra guidance, or perhaps the outcome of one raises a new question.



Workshop activities

• Create an early win. Start with an easy activity.


• Standardise challenges. Use “HMW…?” to make challenges comparable.


• Make a parking lot. “Park” irrelevant or out-of-scope ideas or inputs in a dedicated spot.



Maintaining energy

• Be aware of everyone’s energy. Sense the room. Ask. Use a simple scoring system.


• Schedule breaks!


• Remember food and drinks! Or just encourage it in a remote setup.



Ending a workshop

• End with a reflection and feedback round. Let everyone share their thoughts on the outcome, the activities, and 
your facilitation.


• Always end with concrete next steps. And someone in charge of them!


• Follow up after the workshop. If you can, keep participants updated on the progress made after the workshop.



Useful resources



Useful resources

• AJ&Smart on all the socials. 

• Workshopper.com by AJ&Smart. Probably the leaders in workshopping. 

• The Customer Question Board. Read this article.


• Online collaboration tools: Miro (my favourite) and Mural.

https://ajsmart.com/
http://workshopper.com
https://uxdesign.cc/the-customer-question-board-6caca298f93e
https://miro.com/
https://www.mural.co/
https://ajsmart.com/
http://workshopper.com
https://uxdesign.cc/the-customer-question-board-6caca298f93e
https://miro.com/
https://www.mural.co/


Let’s connect!
@studiobycj


LinkedIn 
Medium 
Instagram 
Twitter


